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SUMMARY

A modified versionof a rod-wallsound shieldwas tested in the Mach 5
pilot quiet tunnel at the LangleyResearchCenter over a range of unit Reynolds
numbers from 1.0 x 107 to 3.5 × 107 per meter. The walls of the rectangular
model consistedof a sharp flat leading-edgeplate followedby longitudinalrods
with gaps betweenthe rods for boundary-layersuction. Detailsof model con-
structionand previousresultsare given in NASA TP-1672. The model was modi-
fied by incliningthe leading-edgeplates to producean initial2° expansion
for the purposeof ascertainingthe sensitivityof boundary-layertransitionto
leading-edgedisturbances. Rod-surfacepitot pressures,mean free-streampitot
pressuresand static pressureson the rods and plenum walls were measured. Hot-
wire measurementswere also made in the model and nozzle free stream at a unit
Reynoldsnumber of 1.5 x 107 per meter. The surfacepitot pressuresindicated
that transitionwas much fartherforward than for the previous tests due to the
leading-edgemodificationand minor fabricationflaws in the model.

Early boundary-layertransitionon the rods was confirmedby hot-wire
measurementswhich showedmuch higher noise levels in the free-streamshield
flow when comparedwith resultsfrom previous tests. Mean pitot-pressuresur-
veys within the shieldedregion inside the model indicatedthat there was an
overexpansionand recompressionthat would effectivelylimit the streamwise
lengthof undisturbedflow to about 13 cm along the centerline.

INTRODUCTION

Turbulentboundarylayers on the walls of supersonicand hypersonicwind
tunnels radiatenoise (refs.] to 3) which will (when incidenton the test
model) cause prematuretransitionin the model boundarylayer. Thus, in order
to keep the model boundary-layerlaminar at higher Reynoldsnumbers (oneobjec-
tive of the quiet tunneldevelopmentprogram (ref. 4)), the radiatednoise must
be reducedor eliminatedfrom the test region. One way of reducingthe noise
level is to surroundthe test regionwith some device which allows the air to
flowover the model at the desiredtest conditionsbut will protector shield
the model from noise radiatedby the tunnel-wallboundarylayer.

Severalshieldshave been tested at the LangleyResearchCenter as reported
in references4 to 7. The first shield testedwas a flat panel which consisted
of a sharp leadingedge with longitudinalrods spaced a finite distanceapart
so that the rod boundarylayers could be laminarizedby suctionbetweenthe rods
(refs.5 to 7). The data for the flat rod panel indicatedthat noise levels
in the shieldedregion were reducedsignificantlyup to a Reynoldsnumberof
approximately8 × 106 per meter based on the length of a hypotheticalquiet test
region (ref. 4).



An axisymmetric shield was tested next, but the mean flow field in this

shield was highly nonuniform, caused by the centerline focusing of the leading-

edge shocks (ref. 4). A rectangular rod-wall sound shield was then designed
and tested. This model eliminated the centerline focusing problem, but the

"open" leading-edge design used in the first two models tested resulted in noise

levels higher than desirable (ref. 4). This model was then modified with sharp

flat-plate leading edges, and two different fairings from the flat leading edge

to the rods were tested; but the noise levels were still unacceptable due to
premature transition in the rod boundary layers. The next model tested was

referred to as "Mod V" and is described in detail in reference 8. The principal

modification for this model was in the fairing region between the sharp flat

leading edges and the circular rods. This new fairing was designed to maintain
a constant-flow cross-section area as suction was initiated and air was removed

through the streamwise gaps between the rods. Test results (ref. 8) indicated

that at low free-stream Reynolds numbers (R _ ].6 x ]0 7 per meter) transition
occurred farther downstream on the rods, and the local free-stream noise levels

were reduced. At higher free-stream Reynolds numbers (R _ ].6 x ]0 7 per meter)
some of the rod boundary layers were turbulent at or ahead of the acoustic ori-

gins corresponding to probe stations in the flow, and the noise levels were

increased due to high-frequency noise radiation from the very thin rod boundary
layers.

One possible cause of transition in the rod boundary layers at the higher

Reynolds numbers was the intersection of the fairly strong leading-edge shocks

with the rods. These leading-edge shocks are always present and are caused by

the finite leading-edge thickness and the hypersonic boundary-layer displace-

ment effects near the leading edge. The next modification which is the subject

of this report and will be referred to as "Mod VI" was designed to weaken these

leading-edge shocks. This latest model utilizes the same leading edge and rod
fairings as Mod V, but the leading-edge plates are inclined inward by 2° to

produce an expansion at the leading edge in an attempt to weaken or at least
modify the leading-edge shocks.

Use of trade names or names of manufacturers in this report does not con-

stitute an official endorsement of such products or manufacturers, either

expressed or implied, by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.

SYMBOLS

M Mach number

p static pressure

Po stagnation pressure

Pt pitot pressure

Pt,w surface pitot pressure on rods

Re local unit Reynolds number per meter
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Rx local free-stream Reynolds number based on wetted length from leading
edge

R free-stream unit Reynolds number per meter

x distance from model leading edge (axial), cm

y vertical distance normal to model centerline, cm
(this was incorrectly defined in ref. 8)

z horizontal distance normal to model centerline, cm
(this was incorrectly defined in ref. 8)

shock angle, deg

boundary-layer thickness, cm

U Mach angle, deg

Subscripts:

a acoustic-origin location

box vacuum-chamber condition

e local value at edge of boundary layer

p probe location

T transition location

w value at surface

free-stream condition

Superscripts:

~ root-mean-square (rms) value

- mean value

APPARATUSAND TESTS

The tests were made in the Mach 5 pilot quiet tunnel at the Langley
ResearchCenter (refs.9 and 10). This tunnel (fig.](a))consists of a set-
tling chamber,a Mach 5 axisymmetricnozzle,an open-jettest sectionwithin
a vacuum chamber,and a diffusersection. The generallayout of the tunnel
and the operatingconditionsare describedin reference9. The Mach 5 axi-
symmetricnozzle incorporatesa boundary-layersuctionslot just upstreamof
the throat. The purposeof the slot is to bleed off the settling-chamber
turbulentboundarylayer before it enters the nozzle so that a laminar boundary
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layer can be maintained on the downstream nozzle wall to higher Reynolds num-
bers (ref. 10). However, for the present tests, the bleed valves were closed.

The slot lip then trips the nozzle-wall boundary layer so that the "transition

peak" (ref. 1]) in the nozzle input noise occurs at a much lower Reynolds num-
ber, which is below the range of interest for these tests.

A schematic representation of the rod-wall sound shield mounted in the

tunnel is shown in figure ] (a). Additional details and views of the model are

shown in figures ] (b) to (d). The only difference between Mod V (ref. 8) and

the present model, designated as Mod VI, is the 2° expansion angle in the model

leading edge (fig. 1(d)). All four of the leading edges are inclined inward

as shown in figure 1(d). The flow would then be expanded 2° at the leading
edge, and the strength of the leading-edge shocks within the rod-wall model
should be reduced.

Surface pitot pressures on the rods were measured with a three-tube pitot

rake shown in figure 2. A traversing mechanism was used to move the pressure
rake during a test run. Mean free-stream pitot pressures were measured inside

the rod-wall sound shield in the vertical centerplane of the model with another
three-tube rake.

Hot-wire data, using a constant current anemometer, were obtained in the

rod-wall sound shield. The data-reduction techniques and probe design are
described in reference 12.

Static pressures were measured on the flow side and the plenum side of the
rods and in the gaps between selected rods. Static pressures were also measured

on the plenum wall near the leading edge of the rod-wall model and on the nozzle

wall. Tests were conducted at a nominal free-stream Mach number of 5 and at a

range of R_ from 1.0 x 107 to 3.5 x 107 per meter. The stagnation temperature
was maintained at levels high enough to avoid condensation effects in the shield
flow.

RESULTSAND DISCUSSION

Static Pressures

To assess the overallmean flow performanceof the model, staticpressures
were measured on the upper and lower rod surfaceson the bottompanel of the
rod-wallmodel. Plenum and vacuum-chamberstatic pressureswere also measured.
These static pressures,normalizedby the static pressuremeasuredon the noz-
zle surfaceat a point 1.8 cm upstreamof the nozzle exit where flow-separation
effectswere never experienced,are shown in figure 3. Static pressureswithin
the plenum should be less than 0.53 of free-streamstatic pressure in order
for sonic cross flow to exist in the gaps betweenthe rods. Sonic cross flow
betweenthe rods is desirableto reduce the plenum noise that may enter the
internalshieldedregion of the rod-wallsound shield. Static pressuresmea-
sured within the plenum were always less than 0.53 of free-streampressure.
Pressureson the bottcm sides of the rods were generallylower than plenum
pressuresexcept for the forwardstationat the two lower unit Reynoldsnumbers.



As stated in reference8, the cross flow for this forwardstationis pre-
sumably reducedfor these conditionsand some plenum noise could enter the
shielded flow. The internalflow in the shieldwas not significantlydisturbed,
as shown by the top or flow-siderod static pressures (fig. 3(b)). The data
of figure 3(b) indicatethat the flow over the internalshieldedregion of the
rod-wallshield is sufficientlyuniformfor the presentpurposes.

A knowledgeof the conditionsof the boundarylayer within the nozzle is
of importancewhen trying to analyzedata within the rod-wallsound shield. If
the nozzle boundarylayer is separatedfar enough into the nozzle,then this
turbulentboundarylayer may enter the model and cause early transitionin the
rod-wallsound shield. It was established(ref.8) that if the box pressure did
not exceed 3.1 times the free-streamstatic pressureat a point 1.28 cm upstream
of the nozzle exit, then the nozzle boundarylayer would not separateand con-
taminatethe model flow field. Box pressure is shown in figure 3(b) to be no
greaterthan 3.0 times the free-streampressure. For these conditions,the
nozzle boundarylayer should not enter into the model flow field, as shown in
figure 4 where 6 is based on pitot-pressuresurveys in reference4 which indi-
cates that _ is essentiallyconstantover the range of R from 7 x 106 to
30 x 106 per meter.

Free-StreamPitot Pressures

Free-streampitot pressureswere measuredwithin the rod-wall sound shield
by using a three-tuberake. The pitot probe was mountedon a traversingmecha-
nism so that an axial surveyof approximately15.0 cm could be made during one
run. In order to obtain the pressure survey with the 48-cm length of the model,
three separatetunnel runs were required.

Pitot-pressuremeasurementswith the rake in the verticalpositionare pre-
sented in figure 5. Also shown in figure 5 are the correspondingpitot-pressure
surveysfor Mod V (figs.6(a) to (c)of ref. 8). As stated previously,the model
used in the present investigationdifferedfrom the model of reference8 only
by having the leadingedges inclinedinward 2° which was expected to produce
weaker leading-edgeshocks. The data of figure 5 do indicatethat the leading-
edge shockswere weaker (basedon the pressureincreaseto the peak levels)when
comparedwith the previousdata for Mod V at all test Reynolds numbers. However,
there is a strongercenterlineoverexpansionand recompressionat approximately
24 cm than observed in Mod V. At unit Reynoldsnumbersgreaterthan I.0 × ]07
per meter, the overexpansionand recompressionat 24 cm is strongerboth on and
off the centerline. Therefore,the presentmodel has a region of relatively
uniformflow (withsmall gradients)of only about 13 cm in length along the
centerlinestartingat x = 27 cm comparedwith a core lengthof about 16 cm
startingat x = 22 cm in Mod V.

Transition

Figure 6 shows a view of the top and bottom panels of the rod-wallmodel.
The projectedlocationof the leading-edgeshockswith an angle of 12.9° (based
on the average rise to peak pressure from the data of fig. 5) and the Mach lines
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with an angle of u of 1].8° are also shown. Also shown in figure 6 is an
approximatelocus of the "acousticorigins" (ref.]2) on the panel for a typ-

ical probe locationat Xp = 33.0 cm and 25.9 cm on the model centerline.
This locus is a hyperbolawhich is the intersectionof a Mach cone with the
panel surfacewith the vertex of the cone at the probe tip on the shield cen-

terlineat Xp = 33.0 cm. Both top and bottom surface rods are numbered in
figure 6.

The locationof transitionon the flow side of the rods as indicatedin
figure 6 was based on surface-pitotdata. The relationbetween these transition
locationsand the acoustic-origincurves will be discussedwith the presentation
of the hot-wireprobe data. Detailsof the surface-pitotdata are given in the
followingparagraphs.

Typicaldistributionsof Pt,w/Po along the bottom rods I, 3 to 6, and 8
are shown in figure7. Typicaldistributionsof Pt,w/Po for the top rods ],I,
3,3 to 6,6, and 8,8 are shown in figure 8. For comparisonpurposes the transi-
tion locationsfor Mod V (solidsymbols)from reference8 are includedin fig-
ures 7 and 8. The approximatelocationsof the pressurerise due to the leading-
edge fairing are indicatedin figure 7. The locationof transition,denoted by
the cross-hatchedareas, is taken as the region where the surfacepitot pressure
begins to increasewith increasingdownstreamdistance. In general, the desig-
nated locationof transitionmoves forwardas the unit Reynoldsnumber is
increased. The surface-pitot-probedata are subject to uncertaintiescaused by
small random lateraldisplacementof the probe tip which would affect the pitot
readingsignificantlybecauseof the very thin boundarylayerson the rods
(6 _ 0.06 cm to 0.09 cm). Leading-edgeshocksmay be a problem along with other
flow disturbances,such as mismatchedrods. Examples are evident in figure 7(b)
where the mismatchedrod junctionscaused a large increasein Pt,w/Po at
x = 8 or 9 cm and in figure 7(d) where the leading-edgeplate disturbancewas
unusuallylarge. This disturbanceis caused primarilyby the effective3° com-
pression at the surfacejoint betweenthe leadingedge and the rods (fig.](d)).
Also, there was a mismatch betweenthe leading-edgeplate and rod 5 (fig. 6)
which acted as a boundary-layertrip. This irregularjoint was quite effective
in trippingthe thin boundary layer (fig. 7(d)). Figure 8 is a presentation
of the surface pitot pressure (Pt,w/Po)for the top rods (I,]; 3,3 to 6,6; and
8,8). From comparingthe data of figure 8 with that of figure 7 it can be seen
that the top rods do not providean exact duplicateof the data of figure 7,
but there is sufficientevidenceto indicatethat, in general,transitionoccur-
rence is similarto that on the bottom rods and much fartherforwardthan in
Mod V.

The data of figure 7 at the acoustic-originlocus for the fluctuatingpitot

probe on the model centerlineat Xp = 33.0 cm is shown plottedagainstunit
Reynoldsnumber in figure 9. If transitionin the rod boundarylayer contrib-
utes to the noise levels in the shield,then the noise levels at this probe

location of Xp = 33.0 cm may be expectedto be higher than the noise levels
at correspondingstations in Mod V (see ref. 8) since transitionhas occurred
on all rods, except possiblyrod 3, for Roo_ 1.6 × 107 per meter as evidenced
by the increasein Pt,w/Po above a nominal laminarlevel of approximately0.004
which is based on the resultsof reference8.



Transitionlocationfrom the surface-pitotdata on rods ], 4, and 6 of the
present rod-wallsound shield (ModVI) are comparedin figure]0 with data from
Mod V (ref. 8), the test panel of references4 and 6, and flat-platedata.
These previousmodels are describedin the cited reference. The only difference
betweenMod V and Mod VI is the 2° inclinedleadingedge of Mod VI. The transi-
tion resultsfor Mod V (ref.8) comparedwith the resultsof the presentdata
(figs.6 to 8) indicatethat the 2° inclinedleadingedge resultsin transition
moving fartherforwardon the rods. As discussedpreviously,the probablecause
of early transitionon Mod VI is the flat-plateleading-edgedisturbances(that
is, the 3° compressionat the leading-edgerod junctionfig. ](d)).

Hot-WireNoise Measurements

A constantcurrenthot-wireanemometerwas used in the presentrod-wall
sound shield (ModVI) to determinethe fluctuatingrms pressuredisturbances
on the model centerline. For comparisonwith previousdata on Mod V these data
are presentedin figure I] as normalizedpitot-pressurefluctuations. (See
ref. ]2.) A schematicdrawing,showinga side view of the model with the lead-
ing edge positioned0.64 cm inside the Mach 5 nozzle, is presentedin figure ]].
The purposeof the rod-wallsound shield is to eliminateor shield a model from
pressure fluctuationsoriginatingin the wind-tunnel-wallboundarylayer. In
this case the shieldedregionoccurs behind the leading-edgeshocks. Any pres-
sure fluctuation,or noise,must enter the shield from stationswell upstream
of the model, since the noise is propagatedalong Mach lines. Four typical

probe stationsat Xp = 22.9, 27.9, 33.0, and 38.] cm are designatedby points
1 to 4 on the shield centerline. Present sound-reflectiontheory (ref.7) on
noise propagationand reflectionin supersonicshieldspredicts that the local-
stream noise at any of these stationswould consistmostly of noise originating
at or reflectedfrom correspondingregionson the shieldwall. These regions
are also designatedby points 1 to 4 on the bottomwall at the averagestream-
wise locationof the correspondingacousticorigins for the four probe stations.

(The acoustic-originlocus for probe stations Xp = 33.0 cm and 25.9 cm is
shown in fig. 6.) The reflectednoise originatesupstreamof the model in the
vicinityof the correspondingpointson the nozzle centerline. All data shown
in figure ]I are for R_ _ ].5 x 107 per meter.

A completesurvey inside the nozzle using the hot wire was not attempted
for this investigation. As figure ]] indicates,the data at the three stations
inside the Mach 5 nozzle are in good agreementwith data from reference8.
Therefore, it is concludedthat the present hot-wireprobes and data-reduction
techniquesgive resultscomparableto those of reference8. Since the noise
levels for Mod VI are all larger than those for Mod V, it is clear that the
probe is respondingto noise radiationfrom the rod boundarylayerseven at the
most forwardprobe stationof 25.4 cm. Examinationof the transitionpattern
for R _ 1.6 x 107 per meter, as shown in figure 6, and comparisonoE that
patternwith the acoustic-originlocus for Xp = 25.9 cm (obtainedby simply
translatingthe curve for Xp = 33.0 cm forward7.1 cm) show that the flow
along the rods facing into the shieldedregion should be laminarunder these
conditions. Thus, it may be concludedthat althoughthe boundarylayer on the
center or "stagnationline" of the rods is laminaraccordingto surface-pitot-
pressure surveys,the boundarylayer in the gaps betweenthe rods or off the



stagnation line is transitional or turbulent at R_ _ ].6 x 107 per meter along

the acoustic-origin locus for Xp = 25.4 cm. This particular type of transi-
tion behavior has been observed and discussed previously on the flat rod-wall

panel (ref. 7). Thus, the forward movement of transition on Mod VI as compared

with that on Mod V is the cause of the much higher noise levels in Mod VI as
shown in figure 11.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

A rod-wall sound-shield model was tested at Mach 5 over a range of unit

Reynolds numbers from ].0 x ]07 to 3.5 × ]07 per meter. The model, which had a

sharp flat-plate leading edge inclined 2° towards the model centerline, was one

of a series of models constructed to determine the most effective way to reduce
pressure fluctuations (noise) within the wind-tunnel flow core.

Static-pressure measurements in the nozzle, the test chamber, the model

vacuum plenum, and on the rods showed that the flow in the shield was fully
started over the range of test conditions. Sonic flow was maintained in the

gap except near the leading edge for the lowest Reynolds number. Mean pitot-
pressure surveys within the shielded region inside the model indicated that

there was a small centerline expansion and recompression that would effectively
limit the undisturbed flow core to about ]3 cm.

Transition was obtained in the rod boundary layers from surface-pitot-

pressure surveys along the windward ray of the rods. Comparison of these data

with results from previous tests showed that transition occurred much farther

forward than in all previous tests. Transition was believed to be caused by
the sharp leading edge being inclined inward 2° and some fabrication flaws.

Early boundary-layer transition on the rods was confirmed by a much larger

fluctuating pressure level when compared with results from previous tests as
measured by the hot-wire method.

Langley Research Center

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Hampton, VA 23665
March 25, 1981
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(a) Schematicdrawingof test facilityshowing locationof rod-wallsound shield.

Figure ].- General arrangementof test facilityand rod-wallsound shield. Dimensions
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(b) Rod-wall sound shield. Mod V with plenum ducts removed.

Figure 1.- Continued.
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Figure ].- Continued.
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(d) Modified leadingedge of model showing 2° expansionangle.

Figure ].- Concluded.
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